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Grandma Got Run Over by a Reindeer…
Now What?!

After the Collision
Regardless of the fact that it is the holidays, Grandma gets a phone call from North Pole Insurance Company. She is greeted by an eager little elf asking questions and trying to convince her to settle the case
now. Why all this eagerness? The elf is eager to persuade Grandma to settle on much less than she is entitled to. How should one respond to this?

When the Other Driver’s Insurance Company Calls
Do not answer any questions. You don’t want to risk saying something that could be used against you.
Simply let the insurance company know your attorney will be contacting them in the near future. Then
call an attorney!

Consultations are Free
Although holiday shopping has left Grandma a little short on cash, she meets with Attorney Jack Frost. Together, they discuss how she is going to pay her bills while she is not working and how long it might take
to get results. Grandma is happy to find out that Frost, like most personal injury attorneys, does not charge
for the initial meeting.

Contingency Fee Basis
When meeting with Attorney Frost, Grandma also learns that hiring a personal injury attorney does not
necessarily mean paying the attorney up front. In fact, she is pleased to find she is not required to pay attorney fees until she recovers a monetary settlement from North Pole Insurance Company. Grandma is
thrilled that there are laws in place to help her get what she is entitled to. She is also very glad she called
an attorney.

Seek Advice Right Away
While every case is unique, they all share one similarity. To preserve evidence, it is important to act
quickly! Memories fade with time, witnesses disappear, and vital records and reports are not properly
handled without quick action. There is also a limited time to file your complaint.
Grandma is slowly recovering, but she has received a large settlement and is planning a special spring getaway with Grandpa!

If You’ve Been Injured
If you or a loved one has been injured in an accident, you may be entitled to compensation. To discuss
your case in further detail with an experienced personal injury attorney, call Krueger & Hernandez SC at
(866) 455-2993 today!
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